For bounded languages, explicit structural characterizations in terms of semilinear sets for context-free and for unambiguous context-free languages have been known for some time. In this paper, conditions are given for a subclass of the semilinear sets (specifically, for linear sets with linearly independent periods) which are necessary and sufficient for the corresponding bounded languages to be deterministic context free.
INTRODUCTION
In the early 1960's, many results were obtained on the mathematical properties of the context-free languages. However, although a pumping lemma was available as a technical tool for proving that certain languages were not context free (Bar-Hillel etal., 1961) , the structure of the contextfree languages was still understood only incompletely. At this point, Ginsburg and Spanier introduced the concept of a bounded language, forming a restricted subclass of all formal languages which was not of practical importance in the applications of language theory but which was mathematically tractable and which could serve as a rich source of examples (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1964) . In 1965, Ginsburg and Spanier give an explicit characterization in terms of periods of the property of being context free for the class of bounded languages (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1965 ; see also ; and in 1966, Ginsburg and Ullian gave additional conditions under which a bounded context-free language would be unambiguous (Ginsburg and Ullian, 1966 ; see also .
At about the same time, various subclasses of the context-free languages were introduced because of their relevance to parsing: deterministic context-free languages (Schutzenberger, 1963; Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966) , LL(k) languages (Lewis and Stearns, 1968) , etc. In 1968, Ogden presented in his doctoral dissertation a variant of the context-free pumping lemma suitable for proving that certain context-free languages were not deterministic (Ogden, 1968 ; see also Harrison, 1978) ; and in 1977, Beatty proved in his doctoral dissertation a similar result for LL(k) languages (Beatty, 1977) . As in the earlier case of the unrestricted context-free languages, the structure of these more specialized languages remains incompletely understood despite these pumping lemmas. But curiously, as far as we know no effort was made to enhance one's understanding of these languages by characterizing them explicitly in the bounded case as had been done for the classes of contextfree and unambiguous context-free languages. The present paper begins the study of such characterizations by presenting a characterization of certain bounded deterministic context-free languages in terms of their periods in a fashion wholly analogous to one of the two previously known results for the context-free bounded languages.
To describe the two previously known results on context-free bounded languages and the new result on deterministic context-free bounded languages, some definitions must first be made. Call a formal language L word bounded (respectively, letter bounded) is a bijection from N a, the vectors in Euclidean d-space R d having nonnegative integer components, to the words in a* ... a*. Languages in a* ... a* are henceforth identified with subsets of N a by means of this bijection. For W___ N a, let W ~*) denote the set of all finite sums of vectors in I41, which by convention always includes the zero vector 0, and let z + W ~*) denote all sums of the vector z with a vector in W ~*).
A pattern contained in W is a V X J boolean matrix B (i.e., a function from V X J to {0, 1}), where V___ W and J_ {1, 2 ..... d}, such that for each v @ V and i C { 1, 2 ..... d}, B(v, i) = 1 iff the ith coordinate of v is nonzero. In particular, if the ith coordinate of v E V is nonzero, then i must be in J since B(v, i) must be defined. When such a matrix B is written down,
J1 "'" Jn
Vm b~l "'" bran it is always written with the columns ordered so that Jl < J2 < "'" < in.
Usually, B will be written with the row and column labels omitted. Notation such as (11..) Spanier, 1965; since the first condition implies that each period has at most two nonzero components, while the second condition implies that whenever two periods have two nonzero components, these components are not interleaved. The two previously known results characterizing context-free bounded languages are the following .
Suppose L c *. _ al .. a*. Then L is context free iff L can be expressed as a finite union of sets of the form z + W ~*), where each W is a finite stratified set. Suppose L c_a* ... a* has the form z+ 14 ~*), where W c N a is linearly independent. Then L is context free iff W is stratified.
The former result extends to word-bounded languages, and it characterizes all bounded context-free languages; however, it cannot easily be used to show that a bounded language is not context free since one must show that there does not exist any way of representing the language in the described form. The latter result applies only to certain bounded languages; however, it provides a more useful characterization for that special class of languages since it can easily be used to show that various languages are not context free.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following analogue to this latter result. It follows by standard techniques that z + W ~*) is a deterministic contextfree language iff W ~*) is. (For example, one could use Theorem 3.2 of (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966) together with the fact that L is deterministic context free iff L$ is, where $ is an endmarker, by Theorem 3.4, Corollary 1 of (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966) .) Hence it suffices to prove these results with W (w) in place of z + W ~*).
This section concludes with some examples. The Characterization Theorem is proved in the following two sections.
EXAMPLE. If L = {ai, a;2li~j~2i} then L= W ~*~ where W = {(1, 1), (1, 2)}. Since W is linearly independent and contains the pattern (II), L is not deterministic. On the other hand, if W= {(3, 6), (5, 10)} then W again contains the pattern (~11). However, this time W is not linearly independent, so the Characterization Theorem does not apply, and in fact it is not hard to see that W ~*) is a deterministic context-free language. 00011/ which no longer contains a forbidden subpattern, and by the Characterization Theorem, Ivt,~ is now a deterministic context4ree language.
EXAMPLE (cf. Exercise 5.4.6 of ). If IV= {(1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)} then W is not stratified, but it is not linearly independent either so the Characterization Theorem does not apply. In fact, /4~*~ cannot be expressed in the form z + Z t*~ with Z linearly independent, but Ivt,~ is the disjoint union of Z ~*~ and z + Z t*~, where Z = {(2, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2)} and z = (1, 1, 1). The Characterization Theorem does imply that each of these languages is deterministic context free, but unfortunately it says nothing about their union, although that union is in fact also deterministic.
EXAMPLE. If W= {(1, 0, 1), (0, i, 0)1i prime} then Ivt,~ is a deterministic context-free language by the corollary, even though W is not linearly independent or even finite.
PROOF OF NECESSITY
Let W___ N d ~ R a be linearly independent. In this section, it is proved that if W fails to satisfy the conditions in the Characterization Theorem, then Ivt,) is not a deterministic context-free language.
For w@ R d, let rw denote multiplication of w by the scalar r. for some x, x' in X (*) and 2, 2' in (W~) (*). Hence,
Since w is in Span(X) and W is linearly independent, ½(2+ 2')= 0. Since 2 and 2' are in N e, it follows that 2=2'=0 so v =x-w. Hence, v is in Span(X). II
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (kw). z is in (W~{w}) ~*), where k,/=O and w E W has exactly two nonzero coordinates. Then W ~*~ is not a deterministic context-free language.

Proof
Let w = a m • a~' and suppose that W ~*) is a deterministic contextfree language. Then for sufficiently large p, by Ogden's Pumping Lemma for deterministic context-free languages (Ogden, 1968; Harrison, 1978) , pkw = a~ km • aft" = wl • WE ' wa • 14' 4 ° w 5 ,  where the following conditions are satisfied:
(ii) w2 • w4 4= e (e is the empty string); Suppose g¢~*) is a deterministic Let u = a i • context-free language. Then for w = u + (pv) and for sufficiently large r E N, by Ogden's Pumping Lemma for deterministic context-free languages (Ogden, 1968; Harrison, 1978) ,
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(ii) w2"w4v~e;
(iii) w2 • w3 • w4 contains fewer than r ass;
(iv) if wsv~e and (rw).z is in W (*1 for some z, then ((rw) .z)± (w 2 • w4) is also in W ~*). then W ~*) is a deterministic context-free language. Since this will be shown by constructing a deterministic pushdown automaton for W ~*), the section begins with a discussion of deterministic pushdown automata. The pushdown automaton that will be constructed in this section will have stack alphabet {Zo,Z 1 ..... Zd}, where Z 0 is the starting stack symbol. Its stack content will in fact always be a string in ZoZ* ... Z* where the right end of the string corresponds to the top of the stack, and a successful accepting computation will in fact always end with the stack back in its starting configuration Z0, although this is not a formal requirement for acceptance of the input.
The moves of any pushdown automaton may be specified by triples (p, a, q), where p and q are the states before and after the move and a has one of the following forms:
(read ai): reads a i from the input, advancing the input tape; (pop Zi): pops Z i off the stack; (push Zi): pushes Z i on the stack; as well as the combination (pop Zi, read aj) , with the obvious meaning. Such a pushdown automaton is deterministic if at most one move is applicable at any time in the sense that, if (p, a, q) and (p', a', q') are moves and p=p', then a and a' are not "compatible." (Formally, compatability is the minimal equivalence relation satisfying the conditions that (push Zi) is compatible with every a, that (pop Zi) is compatible with (read aft, and that (pop Z i, read aj) is compatible with a iff both (pop Zi) and (read ai) are.)
In addition to the preceding, a may also be permitted to have the form (pop R), R a regular set, with the following meaning: if fl is the string at the top of the stack down to but not including the first symbol not in R's alphabet, then pop fl off the stack if fl is in R and block if fl is not in R. There is no added generality in permitting such moves since a deterministic pushdown automaton can execute such a move, although not in real time. Furthermore, there is no added generality in permitting the current square of the input tape to be examined without advancing the tape, so that the same square could be examined again on a later move, because a deterministic pushdown automaton can achieve this effect by storing the next input symbol in a component of its finite state control and examining it there as many times as it likes before consuming it. (This construction makes use of the fact mentioned in the introduction that there is no loss of generality in assuming the existence of an endmarker.) Thus, a may also be permitted to have the form The states in each move, together with the specification of starting and final states for a pushdown automaton, serve to specify a regular set of strings of moves, which form the set of computations of the pushdown automaton. A computation might not use the stack in a legal way; it might, for example, push Z~ and then pop Z 2, in which case the automaton would have blocked. But when a computation does use the stack in a legal way, it is a successful computation and its input is accepted by the automaton. It will be convenient in the ensuing construction to suppress the states from the moves of a pushdown automaton and instead to specify the regular set of all computations directly by a regular expression. For example, ((read a,)(push Z1))* (~a,)(pop Z,, read az)* (~a2) (---Zo) describes a pushdown automaton for the language {a~a~[n~O}.
Furthermore, this pushdown automaton is deterministic because (read al) and (¢al) are not compatible, so that the decision whether to reenter the loop ((read al)(push Z1))* or to proceed to (:/:al) is determined by the input as the computation proceeds; and similarly for the second loop. (Further discussion of this sort of notation for an automaton may be found in (Goldstine, 1980) .)
A pushdown automaton M will now be constructed from the subset W of N a. It will then be shown that when W satisfies suitable conditions then M is deterministic and accepts W ~*). 
M= M1M 2 ... Ma(=Zo).
Note that the pushdown automaton M clearly accepts the empty string e as input. Also note that since Z/s are pushed on the stack only by Mj, the stack contents during any computation in M will always be a string in ZoZ* ... Z*. Intuitively, for each compound period beginning at i and ending at j, M stores the/-component on the stack during the Mi-phase and pops it off against the j-component during the Mfphase. A simple period starting at i is also stored on the stack during the Mcphase and is purged from the stack once it is no longer needed, that is, at the first Mfphase at which every compound period beginning at i has already ended.
LEMMA 4. If W does not contain the pattern (~) then M is deterministic.
Proof If W does not contain (~) then each set pop(i,j) contains at most one element and hence there is no choice as to which element to select. Inspection of the definition of M reveals that the exit from each loop is made in a deterministicway. Hence, M is deterministic. |
LEMMA 5. The language accepted by M is contained in W ~*).
Proof Let M' be M with all moves of the form (4:ai) and (4:Zi) removed. Since M' accepts every input that M does, it suffices to prove that everything M' accepts is in W ~*). Suppose to the contrary that this is false, and let rc be a successful computation in M' whose input w is not in W ~*) and whose length [rt[ is minimal among all such computations.
where a m. a'jE W, ran4:0, then delete from zr this segment and the corresponding m occurrences of (read ai)(push Zi) (i.e., those that push the same occurrences of Z i onto the stack that this segment pops), to obtain a shorter computation n' in M'. Since corresponding push and pop moves were removed, all pop moves in ~' remain successful as does the test (=Z0) at the end, so ~' is a successful computation. Hence, by the minimality of ]zrt, the input w' to ~r' must be in W ~*). Since Z~ is still in S*, n' is a computation in M', and every pop instruction still succeeds as does (=Z0) at the end. Hence, by the minimality of In], the input w' to n' must be in W ~*). But w'= w--a m. Hence, w --w' + am E a~ + w (*) _~ W ~*), contradicting the choice of 7r.
Case 3. If neither Case 1 nor Case 2 applies, then n never pops the stack. Hence, it never pushes the stack. But it then follows from the structure of M' that rr never reads its input, which must therefore be the empty string e. But e is in W ~*), contradicting the choice of n. II 
then everything in W t*) is accepted by M.
\
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Proof Suppose to the contrary that some string in W t*) is not accepted by M and let w' be such a string of minimal length. into the M r and Mj-segments of n, one can obtain a computation n' in M with input w + (a m • a]) = w'. Since w' is not accepted by M by hypothesis, the computation re' must not be successful. So some instruction in n' must fail, that is, must prevent the computation n' from being a successful computation. The only instructions that could prevent a computation from being successful are those of the form (pop Zp), (pop Zp, read aq), (popS*), (Cap), (~Zp), and (=Z0). Let y be the first (i.e., leftmost) instruction in 7r' that fails. Clearly 7 does not occur in /~l. Since each instruction of ~r' to the left of 7 succeeds, ~r' has a well-defined stack content at 7. If 7 occurs to the left of/~ 1 then this stack content is obviously identical to that of zc at the same point 7. If 7 occurs between/~1 and ¢t 2, then the stack content of zr' at ? equals that of 7r at 7 augmented by an extra Z m. This is so because an extra Z m is inserted by gl and cannot be removed by any purge (i, k) before purge (i, j) since there is a compound period beginning at i and ending at j; but It 2 occurs before purge (i, j) so the extra Z~ is still on the stack at 7. If 7 occurs in/~2, then the stack of ~ at the point of insertion of g2 must be in ZoZ* ... Z*I, since no other Z's have yet been pushed onto the stack by ~r. Furthermore, the stack cannot contain any symbol Z k, i < k < j, because any such symbol could never be popped by the remainder of zc since W is stratified. Hence, the stack content is in ZoZ* ... Z*. Therefore, the stack content of zc' at the beginning of g2, being augmented by Z m, has at least rn occurrences of Z i at the top of the stack. But then every instruction in ¢t 2 must succeed, so 7 cannot be in g2 after all. If 7 occurs to the right of g2 in zr' then ~z and re' have the same stack content at y since/z 2 removes the extra Z m that had been on the stack. Thus, in particular, ? cannot be the instruction (=Z0) at the end of re', because this test will succeed in ~r' as it did in ~r.
Suppose 7 is (4=Zp) for somep. Then, since y succeeds in zc but fails in re', it must be (¢Zi) and must occur between/~ andg/in ~', where the stack of zr' is augmented by Z m. It follows from the definition of M that ?~ must occur in the Mk-segment of zc I for some k in the range i < k <j, and that w mugt contain a compound period beginning at i and ending at k. Thus, W contains the patterns ~i~) and ~i~,, but not ikj.. Since W is stratified and contains ikj and '~ (101) (11), it must be the case that i t ~ i. Hence, (~Zi) does not occur in the Mk-segment of n', so y cannot have this form after all.
Similarly, if y has the form (pop S*) then it must be (pop S*) and occur between gl and g2. But in this region, purge (i, k) = {e} for i ~< k < j since a 643/47/3 6 compound period begins at i and ends at j. Hence, n' does not contain any occurrences of (pop S*) between/11 and/~2, so 7 cannot have this form after all.
If 7 has the form (pop Zp) or (pop Zp, read aq) then 7 must once again lie between/t 1 and/t 2, else it would succeed. But then p >/i since W is stratified.
Since the stack content of n' at 7 is in ZoZ* ... Z* and equals the stack content of n at ? augmented by Z~', it must be just as possible to pop Zp for p/> i in n' as it was in n,. so y will succeed in n' as it did in n. Thus, y cannot have this form after all.
Finally, if 7 is (:/:ap) then in order for 7 to fail, the first read instruction following 7 in n' must read ap. Since 7 succeeded in ~z, this read instruction must be either the new instruction (read ai) at the beginning of ill or the new instruction (pop Z t, read a~) at the beginning of/~2 which was inserted in zc.
So ~ is (4:ai) or (v~aj). But these instructions only occur to the right of/~l and ~2, respectively. So 7 cannot have this form either.
This exhausts the possibilities and shows that Case 1 leads to a contradiction.
Case 2. If w'=w+qm, where wEW t*), am~W, m~0, then as in Case 1, w is the input to a successful computation z~ in M. Then by suitably inserting the string ~t a = ((read ai)(push Zi)) m into the Mi-segment of n, one can obtain a computation n' in M with input w + a~ = w'. As in Case 1, some leftmost instruction 7 in zc' must fail. If no compound period begins at i then purge (i, i) = (pop S*) and M i .... ((read ai)(push Zi))* (:/:a~.)(pop S* ).
In this case, it is easy to see that re' will be successful, with ((read a/)(push Zi))* pushing m more Zi's on the stack than in n, and (pop S*) removing all Zi's from the stack, just as it must have done in n. So a compound period must begin at i; let j be the greatest integer at which such a period ends. Then no period begins at j since W does not contain the pattern 
